Thanks to advances in Internet of Things and crowd-sensing, it is possible to collect vast amounts of urban data, to better understand how citizens interact with cities and, in turn, improve human well-being in urban environments. This is a scientifically challenging proposition, as it requires new methods to fuse objective (heterogeneous) data (e.g. people location trails and sensors data) with subjective (perceptual) data (e.g. the citizens' quality of experience collected through feedback forms). When it comes to vast urban areas, collecting statistically significant data is a daunting task; thus new data-collection methods are required too. In this work, we turn to artificial intelligence (AI) to address these challenges, introducing a method whereby the objective, sensor data is analyzed in real-time to scope down the test matrix of the subjective questionnaires. In turn, subjective responses are parsed through AI models to extract further objective information. The outcome is an interactive data analysis framework for urban environments, which we put to test in the context of a citizens' well-being project. In our pilot study, each new entry (objective or subjective) is parsed through the AI engine to determine which action maximizes the information gain. This translates into a particular question being fired at a specific moment and place, to a specific person. With our AI data collection method, we can reach statistical significance much faster, achieving (in our city-wide pilot study) a 41% acceleration factor and a 75% reduction in intrusiveness. Our study opens new avenues in urban science, with potential applications in urban planning, citizen's well-being projects, and sociology, to mention but a few cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Progress in smart sensing, Internet of Things (IoT), crowd sensing, and artificial intelligence (AI) have made it possible to carry out multidisciplinary studies on a vast scale. Our focus herein is on urban analytics, particularly fusing objective data collected by smartphones with subjective (citizens') responses to pursue statistical significance efficiently. To deeply understand the citizens' interaction with cities, it is necessary to attain a holistic understanding of urban environment quality [1] , in relation to sustainable urban and human
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lu Liu . well-being development, with minimal intrusion. It is therefore essential to develop new methods to collect, analyze and fuse heterogeneous data in real-time and at scale [2] , to help administrations and competent authorities in better using the public infrastructure [3] , operating it with minimal budget [4] . Research in this area arouses a great interest, with a pressing demand to develop new methods, algorithms and tools to manage smart cities and the complex processes around the citizens' well-being [5] - [7] . A challenging proposition is to manage quality of life in urban environments through targeted interventions based on objective and subjective data, at a time when data is becoming a commodity but is increasingly hard to make sense of. Urban analytics inherits methods from social science and psychology to understand the human perception of the environment, measure human satisfaction, and pinpoint intervention methods [8] . It is, however, necessary to move forward from conventional methods whereby the subjective studies are based on static questionnaires, which suffer from poor statistical significance and do not make good use of the vast amount of objective data at hand. Conventional methods suffer from different problems. First, it is hard to collect sufficient samples, particularly when vast geographical areas and populations are involved, such in the mega cities. What is worse, getting the subjects' psychophysical state per se is often of little meaning if taken in isolation from the context. Another common problem is the intrusiveness of tests, whereby the interviewees' commitment (and accuracy) decreases as the test time increases. In this work, we turn to artificial intelligence (AI) to address these challenges, introducing a method through which the objective sensor data can be analyzed in real-time to scope down the test matrix of the subjective questionnaires. In turn, subjective responses are parsed through AI models to extract further objective information.
With our interactive, data analysis framework, we can determine (at any moment and point) which questions maximize the information gain, reducing the intrusiveness of subjective studies. In turn, we can extend the scope of urban studies well beyond the state-of-the-art. The idea is to use an AI chatbot to mediate the interaction between the citizen and the pot of questions we want to test.
The chatbot is integrated in the same smartphone app that is simultaneously collecting objective data from the phone sensors. The chatbot takes into account the overall context of the study (the statistical significance of each question in tandem with the context) to decide which question to fire, when to fire it, and in which location. This represents a novel approach, as it adopts AI methods to accelerate the collection of subjective data (from the citizen), through online fusion of subjective and objective data (i.e., the smartphone sensors data). This is a new way to reduce the intrusiveness of a subjective study, whilst improving its statistical significance.
The outcome is an interactive data analysis framework for urban environments that we put to test in the context of a citizens' well-being project, which we have previously investigated through static data collection methods and bulk data analysis [9] - [11] . In comparison with our earlier works, herein the whole subjective data extraction process is dynamically adapting to context (e.g. location), objective data (e.g. sensor data), and subjective data (e.g. citizens' feedback), in such a way as to first fire those questions that lead to maximum information gain. Our framework addresses the shortcomings of static subjective studies, whose scope is generally limited by the inability to reach statistical significance at scale.
In our pilot study, we aim to identify how urban green areas affect well-being, particularly the urban features that have the most impact. That requires collecting subjective responses from a sufficiently vast population, considering the extra dimensions of space and context, which would be impossible to achieve with conventional methods. With our AI data collection method, we can pursue statistical significance much faster, achieving (in our city-wide pilot study) a 41% acceleration factor and a 75% reduction in intrusiveness. Our study opens new avenues in urban science, with potential applications in urban planning, citizen's well-being projects, and sociology, to mention but a few cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II captures the related work, for the different research topics involved. Section III introduces the proposed framework, including the key modules and explaining how we have prototyped them. Section V puts the general framework in context of a specific case study, to better illustrate the value of our approach in a practical setting. Section IV gives an account of the benefits that can be achieved, providing a comparative evaluation of our approached in comparison to a static data collection method. Conclusions and future work indications are finally drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Thanks to the significant technological advances in data sensing and analysis, it is now possible to carry out large-scale, multidisciplinary studies aimed at the interaction between humans and cyber-physical systems [12] . This can substantially aid local authorities in finding new ways to improve the utilization of the public infrastructure and the human well-being [4] . Ultimately, we need to explore integrated approaches to managing data-intensive systems, in planning and decision making, to offer better services and quality of life [5] . This is typically the goal of social science studies that are, however, broadly based on static questionnaires and typically suffer from poor statistical significance [8] . To counter these limitations, research has been increasingly focusing on automated data collection (e.g. through smart phones) and intelligent methods (e.g. using chatbots).
A. CHATBOTS
To reduce the negative effects that digital data collection platforms have on subjective tests, the interaction with users should be as simple and fast as possible. That is why chatbots (and particularly intelligent chatbots) have increasingly been used. In [13] , the authors use a smart chatbot to answer students' frequently asked questions. This technology is also used in the medical field for different tasks. Authors in [14] introduce a chatbot that helps elderly people in the process of recalling past memories. The chatbot in [15] connects to diagnostics tools to formulate preliminary questions to ponder whether hospital admissions are required.
In social sciences, an app named Mappiness is used as an intervention tool to improve happiness as an element of well-being [16] . The participants are invited to report their well-being at random times of the day, while their position is constantly monitored. Urban Mind [17] , is another app designed to examine in real time how exposure to green spaces affects mental well-being. Starting from the two previous apps, Shmapped [18] was developed, with a double objective. On the one hand, it wanted to be an intervention tool to improve the well-being, by encouraging people to interact more with the nature. On the other hand, it was a data collection tool useful for research. It is clear that the interaction of chatbots is still not fully effective. Currently, chatbots do not have the ability to correctly handle conversations based on the social context. Authors in [19] propose a chatbot model that can choose suitable dialogues, according to what the sociological literature refers to as ''social practice''.
There is a fundamental difference between the aforementioned literature and our approach. Typically, data analysis is a post-collection mechanisms, with all data being analyzed as a bulk process. By contrast, we carry out online data analysis, that is while the data is being collected. Thus, while the stateof-the-art is aiming at collecting as much data as possible (for big-data processing), we analyze data at run-time with the aim to guide the following steps of data collection. By fusing data in real-time, we aim at gaining information at each step. This has multiple benefits: 1) reducing the circulation of redundant (unnecessary) data; 2) accelerating the process of gaining statistical significance of data; and 3) reducing the intrusiveness of technology during the subjective data collection.
B. ANALYTIC FRAMEWORKS
The Internet of Things is a prominent framework for the collection of heterogeneous sensor data, which offers a unique opportunity to develop smarter and more efficient cities. City data may feed to planning, management and decision-support systems, revolutionizing the way cities operate [20] .
There are currently several frameworks for analyzing smart city data. An example is ''CityPulse'' [21] , which can perform semantic discovery, data analytics, near-real-time interpretation of large-scale IoT data, and social media data streams. Another interesting study has been done in [22] , where the framework can perform real-time processing on data collected from different applications, to help in real-time decision-making.
State-of-the-art frameworks typically focus on data analysis, but there is little attention to the issue of how to collect data at scale. The authors in [23] introduce an efficient IoT framework for smart cities, which offers mechanisms to mitigate a variety of smart city challenges, using co-operative crowd sensing coupled with a data-centric approach. Another interesting framework is presented in [24] , which analyzes the level of waste in the city waste bins (equipped with sensors). The systems maintains a prediction model, which determines the optimal route for the waste collection.
Existing methods tend to be strongly dependent on technology-specific solutions to improve automation and process efficiency. Yet, they use objective data, mostly from homogeneous sources, but fail to capture the citizen's point of view and quality of experience (subjective data). This is in fact the aim of our work, where we aim to extract as much subjective information as possible, putting it in connection with objective IoT data.
C. COMPLEXITY OF DATA COLLECTION
Most of the definitions relating to big data in urban studies are limited to the attribute ''volume''. A simplistic, yet widely adopted, definition of ''big data'' refers to any amount of data that would not fit into an Excel spreadsheet or could not be archived in a single machine. For example, the study in [25] analyzed half-million waste routes to identify inefficiencies in the collection. In [26] , the authors analyzed the text streams included in 8 million tweets in the San Francisco metropolitan area.
In our study, although we are not aiming to reach such levels of data volumes, there are other difficulties typical of big data sets. We have a significant variety of data, ranging from objective to objective data, and including both structured and unstructured data. We are also facing data variability, since the interpretation of similar data values is sensitive to the context and time in which it is collected. We are also dealing with data uncertainty and bias, particularly, since we deal with subjective data [27] .
D. OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE DATA
Most technological developments have been focusing on automating and accelerating the collection of objective data, such as those coming from sensors, smart phones and other IoT devices. Collecting subjective data in a reliable and statistical significant fashion, poses more serious hurdles. An example of objective data collection is presented in [28] , where the study is based on users' activity detection through wearable accelerometers and, in turn, adopts gamification to encourage physical activity. Another interesting pilot study is presented in [29] , an urban mobility project based on real-time traces of both traffic conditions and pedestrians. The data is objective in nature, since it is collected through GPS, smart phones, buses and taxis.
The importance of making computational inference on objective data is highlighted in the literature. Particularly, the interaction among intelligent objects and humans is crucial in the study of Smart Cities [30] . Yet, objective data is still affected by unreliability, inconsistency and uncertainty, for instance, in connection to sensor accuracy and missing data due to faults or communication issues [31] .
On the other hand, subjective data collection (as in our study) has been targeted somewhat less frequently. In this case, the problem is that i) collecting subjective responses is less prone to automation; ii) it is difficult to collect statistically sufficient data; iii) data is inherently unreliable and suffers from human bias. As matter of fact, social networks have made it possible to collect subjective data, such as tweets about local events [32] . Yet, social networks data is not immune from errors, bias and uncertainty, especially when data is subject to interpretations demanded to inferential engines. In the context of smart city, the process of collecting subjective data can make the analysis richer, more diversified and complementary [33] . And this is the specific target of our investigation.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK A. OVERVIEW
Our framework realizes an information gathering and analysis tool, with emphasis on real-time collection of objective and subjective data in urban environments. The proposed tool relies on a typical software architecture, based on client-server communications (Fig.1) . The prototype has been developed in Java for the server side. The client-side is a JavaScript, React-Native application. We have not reused any specific libraries, since all necessary routines were custommade, as we further detail in the next sections. The client devices are smart phone apps, equipped with intelligent chatbots whose key goal is to handle a seamless interaction with the citizens. The subjective questions fired by the app are first pondered by the chatbox to minimize annoyance and maximize the information gain achieved with each question.
The system is designed to be generic and adaptive to the context through simple customizations. The chatbots are provided with a list of questions (collectively, the subjective questionnaire under investigation), along with the geographical boundaries of the study, or ''entities'', which may include also specific points of interests. Examples in our study are green areas, buildings, roads, parks and so on. These are the objective of the study, that is the context in which we wish to better understand human interactions and their effects on well-being.
All the information collected by the chatbots is collected into the server, which has sufficient resources to store and process data, fusing subjective data with objective data, and contextualizing the statistical significance of each data point. Through data fusion and inference, a feedback is provided back to the chatbots, in a way that further trigger points and questions can be raised. In this way, the questions that are fired by each chatbot are those that are associated with maximal information gain. Fig. 1 gives a snapshot of the chatbot interaction diagram. Fig. 2 shows an example of the textual interaction between chatbot and user.
B. CLIENT SIDE
Although each chatbot is fed with exactly the same set of subjective questionnaires, individual questions are fired at different times, picking first the questions that have minimum statistical significance. This, in turn, will depend upon the context of the question, considering both the internal context (within the individual chatbot) and the external one (an aggregate of all contexts experienced by the chatbots across the system). Specifically, the internal context accounts for things such as the level of intrusiveness reached at a given point (how many questions the same user has been asked before); the position of the user (if they are on an area that is missing subjective responses or not); and other objective data from the sensors (e.g. the level of motion, type of activity, etc). On the other hand, the external context takes into account the statistical significance of each question, aggregated across all users. The chatbot query system emulates a normal conversation that dynamically chooses the questions to ask (the one with minimal statistical significance), taking into account the overall progress of the analysis. This methodology aims to optimize the information gain compared to what would be obtained with conventional statistical methods. Moreover, a more accurate choice of questions allows the chatbot to ask fewer questions, leading to a reduced intrusiveness of the app. At the same time, we have the added benefit of collecting subjective responses, which goes well beyond what may be achieved by making simple inference on sensor data. About issues of privacy and ethical collection of data, which always remains a critical point with subjective studies [34] , we should note that all data is anonymized and aggregated, using it only for statistical purposes [35] .
A key component of the chatbot is in charge of handling the questions. It determines which question to ask, in which moment to fire it, and which user will see it. These variables depend on both the internal context (within the chatbot) and the external one (on the server side). Three different situations may occur:
• The server communicates the questions that need to be answered;
• The server communicates a new question, generated based on the data already analyzed;
• The server provides an external context that does not affect the question ordering.
C. SERVER SIDE
Our framework follows the client-server architecture and is ultimately compatible with cloud-based service provisioning. Next, we describe the server-side overall structure and key modules.
The basic server functions are:
• Storing the users' data (both subjective answers and objective sensed data);
• Analyzing the data received from all clients, to extract valuable insights and make inference;
• Producing the overall (aggregated) external context, which is pushed to the individual client-side chatbots. The whole system is organized in modules, with individual components being independent from each other and having internal functions that can be extended independently. Next, we introduce the modules that handle the web server, data storage, data analysis, and external context management.
1) WEB SERVER
This module is a Web Server Application, providing various services that can be reached through the http/https protocol via POST and GET calls. It collects users' information by means of the client-side chatbots, including both subjective (observations) and objective data. The latter includes sensory data (e.g. user activity) and geo-location information collected in the background. The server will also push updates of the external content to the chatbots.
2) DATA STORAGE
The database model used is NoSQL, which provides a flexible data model without fixed schemes that can support large volumes and the broad variety of data generated by modern applications. There are several implementations associated with the NoSQL concept. The one we use is the document-oriented model, in which each record is stored as an entity with its independent properties. The framework uses two collections: the ''positions'' in which all the geo-location information collected by the users are stored; and a separate ''user'' collection in which the user's information is stored together with all other associated data.
3) DATA ANALYSIS
As previously explained, the whole framework (developed from scratch), is built on a typical server-client architecture, in which the client-side sends the necessary data to the server through a JSON file, including only the data that is strictly necessary to make data fusion and update the contextual information. The server side includes also a data preprocessing, integrity and verification step, in order to counter errors that may be due to transmission or data-entry errors. Classic checks are performed on outliers, missing values and inconsistent data. Data pre-processing algorithms remove those entries that have missing or incoherent data.
After this pre-processing phase, the data analysis module proceeds with extracting relevant data from the acquired client-side information. This is a customizable, application-dependent feature that requires the modification or introduction of new plug-in modules.
With regards to image and audio analysis, we are using a mix of third-party APIs and custom-made components.
4) EXTERNAL CONTEXT MANAGEMENT
This component operates in the background, on a separate thread, to create and process the external context. The various messages received from the chatbots are first analyzed through the data analysis modules. The resulting data are filtered and fused to produce the external context, as shown in the flowchart of Fig.3 . We recall that the external context is used by individual chatbots in conjunction with the internal context, to determine the questioning order, as explained in section III-B.
The filters shown in Fig.3 are key to determining the level of statistical significance of each question (of the subjective study), and to compute the information gain attained at any moment/location by firing specific questions to specific users. In this way, we have a real-time status of the overall information level of the system, and can turn the system towards the statistically weak data. Thus, each filter contributes to the external context creation, which is saved in a JSON file that is then sent to the clients/chatbots. These can thus prioritize on the questions that area statistically weaker first.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONTEXTS
We recall from Section III that the client-side receives the ''external context'' from the server-side, which allows chatbot to modify its behaviour, particularly in relation to which questions to submit next, and, then, the submission rules are updated accordingly. Also, both clients and server must agree on the domain/context representation and on the users and environmental features to use. The smartphone App will have to catch all those features, as exemplified in Fig.4 , where the domain contains the required information.
The co-domain elements are periodically updated by the chatbots. Some elements may be known thanks to earlier questionnaires, such as age and gender. Some others may be collected automatically through sensors, e.g. position and temperature. The ''Question ID'' field identifies the next question to be sent to the user via the chatbot.
The external context, formed as shown in Fig. 5 , is pushed to the client for continuous analysis. It is represented as a JSON file, containing several filters that indicate the conditions by which specific questions are fired to the user. Each filter has three fields: the ''Formula'' defines the conditions; the ''Rank'' defines the filter's priority with respect to the other filters; and the ''Question'' indicates the question or set of questions to be submitted to the user. This process is better specified as pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
The chatbots are also managing a parameter that determines the conversation naturalness degree. Once a filter is verified, the choice of the question is influenced by two values: the distance from where the question has previously been fired, and a multiplicative factor that determines the weight of the external context with respect to the naturalness of the conversation. These two values are used together to define the probability for submitting a question to the user. This mechanism is useful in situations where we have only one question to ask to complete the analysis because, at the same time, it is important to maintain a natural conversation between user and chatbot. Nevertheless, the chief aim of our study was to give priority to the information gaining process. Thus, although it is possible to play with the naturalness degree parameter to assess this aspect, we have kept it constant at this stage.
V. EVALUATION THROUGH A CASE STUDY
In this section we evaluate the proposed methodology and framework, applying it to a real-world case study. Our aim is to show that significant benefits, in terms of statistical significance and speed, can be achieved in urban data analysis.
A. EVALUATION METHOD
Our evaluation strives for generality. We take an existing dataset, particularly one that includes a mix of objective and subjective user data, collected over a broad geographical area. We treat the data as a time-series with the extra dimension of geo-location. We parse the dataset through our emulation environment, where we have the capability of replaying the very same events (i.e., the data collected), changing the events order at will. This is a key feature that allows studying the effects that a reordering of events has on information gain and, in turn, to verify the efficacy of our AI-based data collection method. We can change the order and target in which subjective questions are fired, deciding the specific moment in which a question is best asked, picking specific users, specific locations, and so forth.
The emulator is a software package written in Java, which relies on a database to retrieve the dataset to be replayed. Each message is taken in chronological order and analyzed through the same procedures explained in Section IV. The mapping function is created by setting the position and the question associated with each message. Then an analytical procedure is started to determine whether the question under scrutiny satisfies both the internal and external contexts. The emulator works in tandem with the context management processes (that run in the background on the server-side system), which allows evaluating the performance of the intelligent chatbots. The key performance indicators are the statistical significance of the subjective study and the time needed to complete the study. Thus, our aim is to show that statistical significance may be achieved more rapidly by means of intelligent chatbots.
B. THE IWUN DATASET
We have used the dataset generated by the IWUN project (Improving Well-being through Urban Naturewww.iwun.uk) [36] . The project used data science methods to understand the effects that urban nature has on the citizen and, in turn, identify the urban features that correlate directly with human well-being. Vast amount of data, in excess of one terabyte, has been collected in a series of pilot studies, involving a total of 1,870 participants. The citizens were tracked using the specially-made smartphone App Shmapped [18] , as they entered any of the 760 geo-fenced locations (identifying the green spaces in the city of Sheffield in the UK). Also, questions were posed to the users through the App. They could provide feedback in terms of text or photos, which we parsed through AI automatic detection and recognition models to extract features. We could thus determine how much time people spent in green areas, the type of activity and find out the top interaction areas.
However, the initial studies based on this dataset have been based on a post-collection (offline) analysis of a wealth of objective and subjective data [9] , [11] , which proved difficult in terms of achieving statistical significance over broad geographical areas. Recently, we have reported on the benefit of urban analytics, for the purpose of understanding the interaction between citizen and city [10] , which has motivated the new approached proposed herein (based on real-time, intelligent data collection/analysis) to pursue more effective urban analysis studies.
Starting from the complete IWUN dataset, we have created a curated version involving the most significant among a total of 5,626 observations. The original dataset has been cleaned through filtering and selections, using publicly available Python and Pandas libraries. The gender and age distribution of the new dataset are shown in Table 1 and Fig.6 , respectively.
C. SETTING THRESHOLD GOALS
To appreciate the benefits linked to our real-time (online) approach using intelligent chatbots, we carried out a comparative evaluation, benchmarking against our earlier method that was using batch (offline) analysis and static chatbots [10] . In essence, the intelligent chatbots used the internal and external contexts to determine which questions to fire first and in which location, based on the information gain attainable. Also the target users were chosen to minimize intrusion (e.g. users that had provided the least amount of feedback were asked first).
In a first type of experiments, we set as a goal the total number of responses we wanted to collect, for each of the questions included in the subjective questionnaire pot, and for each region under scrutiny (the urban green areas). We also set a constraint on the maximum number of responses that each user was asked to provide, to minimize intrusion.
For the sake of statistical significance, we have restricted our comparative evaluation to the top-20 most visited areas, chosen out of the whole dataset that originally included 760 green areas in the city. Our choice was driven by the dataset at hand, which had been collected prior to our proposed (intelligent collection) method, and was found not be be statistically significant over the whole city (an insufficient number of sample answers was available, despite the scale of the pilot study). For the same reason, and for the sake of simple visualization, we have also restricted the subjective test matrix to three different questions, setting a target number of responses to 8 per question and per region. Fig. 7 , shows the significant acceleration in information gain attainable with intelligent data collection/processing. The goal is reached within the first 500 interactions between the system and the user, compared to the 2,000 messages required with static chatbots. This is because of the fact that our approach can guide the question firing process based on global information, prioritizing on the least asked questions/areas first, which justifies the linear information gain graph. Fig. 8 provides a different view of the same process, showing how the information gain evolves over time (days). Again, a significant acceleration factor is achieved thanks to the intelligent re-ordering of events. This has been computed as shown in (1), whereby α is the number of days that were required to reach a specific level of global information in the original pilot study. On the other hand, β is the number of days incurred to reach the same objective through our AI chatbot method.
The spread of user's feedback achieved in the original pilot study can be compared to our re-ordered set in Fig. 9 . For simplicity we have empirically set the threshold to 25 answers (for each of the questions in the subjective questionnaire). The striking improvement (from scattered to uniform distribution) is a direct consequence of re-ordering the questions over time and location. It should be noticed that the actual threshold is meant to be study-dependent and would normally be set by the researchers of specific cases. However, our method will generally lead to significant gains in information at each step (i.e., higher information gain per question answered).
D. SETTING STATISTICAL GOALS
Having seen the benefits of intelligent data collection, in terms of reducing the user's interaction and duration of the experiment, we then moved into evaluating how far we could accelerate the overall statistical process. The goal now was set to reaching statistical significance for each question (of the subjective test matrix), for each of the regions under scrutiny, respectively. We restricted the experiment to the top-10 most visited regions, with a set of 5 target questions.
The results included in Fig. 10 show two step-wise functions, relating to the two methods under comparison. In this case, the information gain steps up as soon as any of the questions has received a statistically significant number of user's replies. To determine statistical significance we look at the confidence level. This is closely related to the P value, which indicates when a specific response can be considered statistically significant with respect to the others. We have set the confidence level parameter the default value of 95%, corresponding to a value of 5% for the p-value parameter.
Other typical values of 3% and 1% would influence the time required to reach a statistically satisfactory outcome of the questionnaire. Setting a lower threshold will also have a negative impact on intrusiveness, since more user's feedback would be required.
This intelligent data-gathering method leads to a significant acceleration factor, since both user intrusiveness and overall execution time are reduced. The intrusiveness reduction has been computed as shown in (2), whereby γ is the number of messages required to achieve statistical significance in the original pilot, whereas θ is the number of messages required by the AI chatbot solution.
VI. CONCLUSION
Making insights into urban data is a daunting task, both in terms of collecting data and analyzing it. We set off with the even more complex goal of carrying out a mix subjective/objective study. Typically, subjective studies aim to collect relatively few samples directly from people. Conventional questionnaire-based studies are improved with digital systems, e.g. using smartphone Apps. Nevertheless, if the subjective information we wish to collect concerns the citizen, there is the additional dimension of space. In urban subjective studies, the users' feedback needs to be contextualized in time and space, since in many cases an answer depends critically on a specific moment and location. This is a general problem in urban science, where optimizing city processes requires the collection and analysis of subjective data (e.g., human behaviour, human perceptions, and human quality of experience), in conjunction with objective data (e.g. smart city data, Internet of Things data, and citizens' sensory data). Urbane science needs to go well beyond the analysis of objective data, since most value lays with human data (and their correlation with city data). Yet, collecting subjective data at scale poses significant challenges in terms of automation and statistical significance, which is a core element in this paper.
We take this challenge, adopting a use case to illustrate the scale of the problem. While the case is specific in trying to capture the interactions between citizens and green urban areas, our methodology is generic. Using the IWUN project dataset, we show how difficult it would be to collect a statistically significant data sample in a vast geographical area. Despite being a terabyte-large dataset, the IWUN data provides insufficient information to draw a complete picture, even for the relatively small city of Sheffield (UK), where 760 urban green areas have been scrutinized.
We argue that striving for statistical significance in urban science requires moving away from conventional methods, which typically separate the data collection phase from the data analysis one. By contrast, we perform data collection and analysis alongside, using intelligent processes in real-time (during data collection) to guide the subsequent steps of data collection. The analysis of users' feedback in real-time (through AI-based feature extraction and text analysis) and the combination of feedback with context (location and information level of each question of the subjective test matrix), lead to a significant acceleration to the overall process. In the case under scrutiny, we achieved a 41% acceleration in reaching statistical significance and a 75% reduction in intrusiveness. Yet, we expect comparable improvements to translate to other analogous cases involving both citizens and cities.
Our work sets the scenes for integrating intelligent data collection and analysis processes in urban analytics, which is particularly useful in urban subjective studies. Establishing when a pilot study has reached statistical significance is essential to drawing reliable conclusions. With our method we are not yet able to anticipate the necessary duration of a complex subjective study -this comes out during the pilot. Next, we wish to work on this and other pilot design factors to help planning and budgeting large-scale city pilots.
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